GEORGE THE THIRD
existing in the colonies than the King himself.    To General
Conway he wrote on December 5th, 1765 :
I am more and more grieved at the accounts of America. Where
this spirit will end is not to be said. It is undoubtedly the most
serious matter that ever came before Parliament; it requires more
deliberation, candour, and temper than I fear it will meet with.
There was a wealth of wisdom in those words, had men paused
to reflect upon them.
Grenville went, and Rockingham came in to clear up the mess
which his predecessor had left behind him. The baneful effects
of the Stamp Act were at once subjected to hostile criticism,
which rose to its greatest heights when Pitt treated the Commons
to one of his splendid outbursts in January 1766 :
. . , It is a long time, Mr Speaker, since I have attended in Parlia-
ment. When the resolution was taken in this House to tax America
I was ill in bed. If I could have endured to have been carried in my
bed,, so great was the agitation of my mind for the consequences,
I would have solicited some kind hand to have laid me down on
this floor, to have borne my testimony against it. It is now an Act
that has passed. I would speak with decency of every Act of this
House; but I must beg the indulgence of the House to speak of it
with freedom. I hope a day may soon be appointed to consider
the state of the nation, with respect to America. I hope gentlemen
will come to this debate with all the temper and impartiality that
his Majesty recommends, and the importance of the subject requires—
a subject of greater importance than ever engaged the attention of
this House; that subject only excepted, when nearly a century ago,
it was the question, whether you yourselves were to be bound or
free. In the meantime as I cannot depend upon my health for any
future day, such is the nature of my infirmities, I will beg to say a
few words at present, leaving the justice, the equity, the policy,
the expediency of the Act to another time. I will only speak to
one point—a point which does not seem generally to have been
understood. . . . Some gentlemen seem to have considered it
[Le. enforcement] as a point of honour. If gentlemen consider it
in that light, they leave all measures of right and wrong, to follow
a delusion that may lead to destruction. It is my opinion that this
Kingdom has no right to lay a tax upon the colonies. At the same
time I assert the authority of this Kingdom over the colonies to be
sovereign and supreme, in every circumstance of government and
legislation whatsoever. They are the subjects of this Kingdom,
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